17/07/2018

2nd EDITION OF BHARAT KO JANIYE QUIZ 2018-2019

1st round of 2nd Edition of Bharat Ko Janiye (BKJ) was scheduled to be held in Mission during 19-21 July 2018. As announced by PM to open the quiz for foreign nationals and request received to change date of quiz owing to summer vacation, Ministry has decided to extend the cut-off date for the registration process till 15th September 2018 (local time). While Ministry would allow the foreign nationals to register during the nest 2-3 weeks, a separate category would also be created and medals also be procured for foreign nationals category.

The 1st round of Quiz test will open for the contestants from September 16 to September 30, 2018 (local time). Overseas contestants can appear the Quiz test from anywhere or any part of the world during this period. It may be noted that Quiz contestants do not require visit the Embassy to take test. For details please refer the website of 2nd Edition of Bharat Ko Janiye (BKJ) on the web portal https://www.bharatkojaniye.in/

The top 3 winners of the foreign national category at the Mission level Quiz would be given medals by the Mission and they would participate in the second round of Quiz to be conducted by the Ministry. Details available in the above referred website.

It is request to NRIs/PIOs to give wide publicity and encourage participation to make it a grand success.
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